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Abstract
·AIM: To investigate the mutually inductive interactions that

occur between the lens and retinal tissue during the
development of the vertebrate eye.

·METHODS: Cre-positive mice were mated with Cre-negative

mice to generate 50% Cre-positive (conditional knockout,
CKO) and 50% Cre-negative offspring (wild type, WT). The
embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, embedded in
paraffin, and sectioned to a thickness of 4μ m. The sections
were processed for hematoxylin and eosin staining. The
primary antibody used for immunofluorescence detection was
sc-9305 bone morphogenetic proteins (bmp7) (Santa Cruz,
US). The secondary antibody was IF-0314 aG0IgG/FITC
(Santa Cruz) in combination with the primary antibody.
Bright-field and fluorescent images were taken.

·RESULTS: Changes in the lens and retina were associated

with specific alterations to the expression of type IA BMP
receptor [BMPR-IA (ALK3)], which have already been
implicated in eye growth. BMPR-IA was required for lens and
retinal growth, but was not essential for the formation of
lens. We observed that the expression of Bmp7 in the
embryonic retina was reduced in the ALK3 lens of CKO mice.
This phenomenon became increasingly visible in accordance
with embryo development. This apparent alteration was
present at stage E15.5.

· CONCLUSION: ALK3 is essential for lens and retinal

growth. Mutually inductive interactions between the lens and
retina are present in the developing mouse eye.
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INTRODUCTION

E mbryonic eye development in vertebrates proceeds
through a series of inductive processes that involve

multiple tissue components and has been studied as a model
system for exploring the general mechanisms that underlie
embryonic tissue interactions [1]. Development of the
embryonic dorsoventral axis of vertebrates requires signaling
via bone morphogenetic proteins (Bmp) and feed-forward
regulation that depend on the tight fine-tuning of protein
expression and distribution levels [2,3]. The bone
morphogenetic protein (Bmp) family has been implicated in
the control of inductive processes during normal lens and
retina development [4]. The eye lens forms from the ectoderm
of the head surface, whereas the retina forms from the neural
tube. Lens development begins with the lens placode, which
is the thickened surface of the ectoderm that comes into
contact with the optic vesicle. The Bmp signals that are
critical for lens formation have already been confirmed, and
some studies also claim that the inactivation of Bmp4 results
in the absence of lens induction and that the targeted
inactivation of Bmp7 in the lens placode leads to defective
lens placode formation. However, the precise genetic
mechanisms by which Bmp signals regulate these
developmental processes are obscured in null mutants.
Formation of the neural retina follows a transient period of
close contact between the DD region of the optic vesicle and
the surface ectoderm/presumptive lens. Early evidence that
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suggests that the surface ectoderm might play a role in
neural retina specification was provided by observations in
tissue experiments, specifically that the neural retina does
not develop if the surface ectoderm is removed [5]. More
recent experiments have confirmed this observation [6,7]. In
addition, it has been shown that if the amphibian optic cup is
rotated by 180毅 , such that the presumptive RPE faces the
surface ectoderm, the optic cup develops into a secondary
neural retina [8]. These observations indicate that the surface
ectoderm plays a very important role in directing neural
retina formation. Interestingly, transplantation experiments
have indicated that lens-to-retina signaling is important for
retinal maintenance in the mature fish eye, and its absence is
a step in the evolution of a species of blind cave fish [9].
In 1901, Spemann made the significant observation that
ablation of the presumptive retinal region during the neural
plate stage in embryos resulted not only in
the absence of retinal development but also the loss of lens
formation [10]. Because early fate mapping had already shown
that the lens is derived from a region outside of the regional
region that was ablated, Spemann argued that the
development of the lens depends on the presumptive retina.
This observation not only illustrated the importance of tissue
interactions during eye development, but also provided the
first experimental evidence that lead to the idea of
embryonic induction [11]. The development of the vertebrate
eye requires mutually inductive interactions between the lens
and retina tissue.
BMPs are members of the TGF superfamily. Although
BMPs have been identified by their ectopic bone-formation
activities by overexpression analysis, many reports now
indicate that members of the BMP subfamily play critical
roles during organogenesis. BMPs bind to two different
membrane-bound Ser/Thr kinase receptors (type I and type
II receptors) for signal transduction [12]. The signaling
specificity is initially determined by the type-I receptors
(BMPR-IA or ALK3). BMPR-IA is expressed in many
tissues throughout embryonic development and after birth.
Studies have implicated members of the Bmp gene family,
specifically Bmp7, in murine eye development. Bmp7 (-/-)
null mutants exhibit defects in lens induction [13,14]. To
investigate the role of BMPR-IA signaling during later
stages of eye development, and to confirm the importance of
inductive interactions between the lens and retina in the
embryonic development of vertebrates, we generated
BMPR-IA (ALK3) CKO mice, and focused our attention on
Bmp7 expression.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials Mice expressing Cre recombinase (Le-Cre),
which have been previously described [15], were used in this
experiment. Mice carrying the Cre transgene or the floxed
alleles were used in this study (Acvr1fx [exon7]). Genomic

DNA from embryonic tail tissue was extracted using the
HotSHOT method [16,17]. The PCR conditions were selected
according to the universal PCR protocol [18]. In this
experiment, the mice were provided by the University of
Southern California, USA and were 11.5-15.5 days old in
terms of the embryonic gestational age. Mice that were
homozygous floxed for BMP receptor type-IA genes, one of
which was Cre-positive, were mated to generate 50%
Cre-positive (CKO) and 50% Cre-negative offspring (wild
type, WT). Cre-positive animals were always mated with
Cre-negative animals, assuring that the Cre-positive
offspring inherited only one copy of the Cre transgene. The
primary antibody used for immunofluorescence analysis was
sc-9305 bmp7 (Santa Cruz, USA). The secondary antibody
was IF-0314 aG0IgG/FITC (Santa Cruz).
Methods We selected specific pregnant mice. The mice
were killed at a specific gestational age, and the embryos
were removed and washed with PBS. The embryos were
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS overnight at room
temperature, dehydrated through a graded series of
methanol, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned to a thickness
of 4滋m. The sections were processed for hematoxylin and
eosin (HE) staining and immunofluorescence.
The procedure for the HE staining was as follows: 1) roast
30 minutes ahead of schedule; 2) rinse with xylene, 5
minutes; 3) rinse with xylene, 5 minutes; 4) rinse with
anhydrous ethanol, 5 minutes; 5) Rinse with 95% alcohol for
several seconds; 6) rinse with 90% alcohol for several
seconds; 7) Rinse with 80% alcohol for several seconds; 8)
flush with water; 9) rinse with hematoxylin, 5-10 minutes;
10) flush with water; 11) rinse with eosin, 2-3minutes; 12)
flush with water; 13) rinse with 95% alcohol for several
seconds; 14) rinse with 95% alcohol for several seconds; 15)
rinse with anhydrous ethanol, 5 minutes; 16) rinse with
anhydrous ethanol, 5 minutes; 17) rinse with xylene, 5
minutes; 18) rinse with xylene, 5 minutes; 19) dry and
mount; and 20) observe under an optical microscope.
The procedure for immunofluorescence analysis was as
follows: 1) conventional paraffin dewaxing: three washes
with xylene for 5 minutes each time, two washes with 100%
ethanol for 5 minutes each time, rinse with 9% ethanol for 2
minutes, rinse with 70% ethanol for 2 minutes, rinse with
40% ethanol for 2 minutes, rinse with PBS for 5 minutes; 2)
wash with citrate buffer solution for microwave antigen
retrieval; 3) rinse with distilled water for 3 minutes, rinse
with PBS twice, rinse with 4% hydrogen peroxide at room
temperature, incubate for 20 minutes to clear the
endogenous peroxidase activity, and soak twice in PBS for 3
minutes each time; 4) incubate in normal serum at room
temperature for 20 minutes to close nonspecific antigens; 5)
suction out sheep serum, then add the primary antibody and
incubate overnight; 6) wash three times with PBS, add the
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secondary antibody (avoid contact with light), incubate for 1
hour, and wash three times with PBS; 7) mount using
glycerol phosphate; and 8) observe using fluorescence
microscopy.
For all of the experiments described here, 10 or more
embryos of each genotype were examined. For
immunofluorescence analysis, the primary antibody used for
immunofluorescence detection was sc-9305 bmp7 (Santa
Cruz). The secondary antibody, IF-0314 aG0IgG/FITC
(Santa Cruz), was used at an appropriate ratio with the
primary antibody (1:200). All of the bright-field images
were taken using an Olympus BX60 microscope and Spot
camera. The fluorescent images were taken using the
Olympus BX51 with Spot camera with an absorption peak of
492 nm and an emission peak of 510 nm.
RESULTS
ALK3 is Essential for Lens and Retinal Growth Earlier
studies have shown that the BMP ligands (specifically,
BMP7) are required for lens formation [19-21]. To determine
the roles of different BMP receptors in the formation of the
lens, we deleted the genes for type-I BMP receptors,
specifically BMPR-IA, at the surface of the ectoderm/
presumptive lens using a Cre recombinase that was driven
by the Pax6 P0 promoter/enhancer (Le-Cre). In transgenic
mice, Cre is expressed in the prospective lens placode by
stage E9.0 [22]. The loss of BMPR-IA did not prevent lens
formation, however BMPR-IA CKO lenses were reduced in
size with notable defects in fiber cell differentiation [23].
Although BMPR-IA maintains normal levels of cell
proliferation and survival during the formation of the lens
placode, it is not essential for lens formation (Figure 1,2).
The mutants appeared indistinguishable from the normal
littermates until stage E11.5. At birth, however, these
mutants exhibited mic-anophthalmia. Gross morphological
abnormalities were apparent by stage E13.5, with the mutant
embryos showing smaller eyes with a rough margin at the
retinal pigment epithelium. Histological examination of the
mutants revealed that the abnormal thickness of the retinal
neuroectoderm began at stage E13.5, and the abnormal
alterations become apparent by stage E15.5 (Figure 3, 4). In
Figures 3 and 4, we show the changes that occurred in the
retina; in these sections, our aim was to protect retinal
morphology, so sometimes the lens may be incomplete or
missing.
Changes in the lens and retina are associated with specific
alterations to the expression of regulatory genes that are
necessary for eye growth. BMPR-IA (ALK3) is a key
regulator in this process; however, although it is required for
lens and retinal growth, it is not essential for the formation
of lens.

Figure 1 BMPR -IA (ALK3) CKO lens. Section of the
indicated embryo at stage E13.5 that was stained with HE.

Figure 2 WT mice eye. Section of the indicated embryo at
stage E13.5 that was stained with HE.

Figure 3 BMPR -IA (ALK3) CKO lens. Section of the
indicated embryo at stage E15.5 that was stained with HE.

Figure 4 WT murine eye. Section of the indicated embryo at
stage E15.5 that was stained with HE.
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Mutually inductive interactions between the lens and
retina during embryonic development Spemann deleted
the retinal region during the neural plate stage in

embryos, which resulted not only in the absence
of retinal development but also defects in lens formation.
Spemann thought that the development of the lens depended
on the presumptive retina. Previous evidence that the surface
ectoderm might play a role in neural retina differentiation
was provided by observations in tissue explantation
experiments that the neural retina would not develop if the
surface ectoderm was removed. More recent experiments
have confirmed this observation. This observation not only
illustrates the importance of tissue interactions during eye
development, but also provides the first experimental
evidence that resulted in the idea of embryonic induction.
The development of the vertebrate eye requires mutually
inductive interactions between lens and retina tissue
The expression of BMP7, an important ligand in the Bmp
family, was reduced in the lens and retina of the embryos in
which we conditionally deleted the gene that encodes
BMPR-IA in the developing mouse lens (Figure 5, 6). We
observed that BMP7 expression in the lens was gradually
reduced in the ALK3 mutants, which resulted in the
abnormal lens formation, as verified by immunofluorescence
experiments; this specific phenomenon was apparent by
stage E15.5, however, BMP7 levels were normal in the WT
lens. The most important thing that we observed is that the
expression of BMP7 in the embryonic retina was reduced in
the ALK3 CKO mice. This phenomenon was increasingly
visible in accordance with embryo development. This
apparent alteration was present by stage E15.5 (Figure 7, 8).
These results suggest that mutually inductive interactions are
present between the lens and retina in the developing mouse
eye.
DISCUSSION
Murine BMPR-IA CKO has demonstrated that BMP
signaling is essential for the development of the lens and
retina, although these studies did not identify the cellular
mechanisms underlying this process [24, 25]. In addition, the use
of murine BMPR-IA CKO has uncovered the indispensable
role of Bmp signaling for maintaining growth and
differentiation in the developing lens and retina of mice.
Here, we provide evidence that BMPR-IA acts redundantly
to mediate lens and retina formation and confirm the notion
that embryonic induction is present.
BMPR-IA plays redundant roles in embryonic eye
development. We identified direct genetic evidence of the
functional redundancy of BMPR-IA. The receptor is capable
of binding to Bmp2, Bmp4, and Bmp7 ligands, albeit with
varying affinities  [26]. A study that utilized the forced
expression of constitutively active BMPR-IA, both in
transgenic mice and neural stem cells , suggested that

Figure 5 BMPR -IA (ALK3) CKO lens. Section of the
indicated embryo at stage E13.5, showing the immunofl -
uorescence detection of BMP7 expression.

Figure 6 WT murine eye. Section of the indicated embryo at
stage E13.5, showing the immunofluorescence detection of
BMP7 expression.

Figure 7 BMPR -IA (ALK3) CKO lens. Section of the
indicated embryo at stage E15.5, showing the
immunofluorescence detection of BMP7 expression.

Figure 8 WT murine eye. Section of the indicated embryo at
stage E15.5, showing the immunofluorescence detection of
BMP7 expression.
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BMPR-IA regulates proliferation in the developing central
nervous system [27]. Similarly, in the limb bud development
of chicks, ectopic expression of constitutively active and
dominant-negative forms of the receptor revealed that
BMPR-IA plays a role in controlling the latter differentiation
processes [28]. The apparent distinction between these reports
may be attributed, at least in part, to differences in the
experimental models, tissues, and cell types that were
examined. One wide implication of the current study is that
BMPR-IA may also play significant roles in other tissues.
For instance, the identification of BMPR-IA functions in the
embryonic telencephalon reveal that its effects are active
only at the dorsal midline, unlike the more lateral
telencephalic regions where the expression of BMPR-IA and
BMPR-IB overlap [29]. Therefore, it is likely that the
disruption of receptors in the telencephalon may reveal a
more extensive role for Bmp signaling. In addition, this
general principle may be extended to the receptors of other
subgroups in the TGF-茁 superfamily. Some differences in
expression could result from varying temporal/spatial
expression domains, levels of expression, and/or
biochemical properties.
Inductive interactions between the lens and retina in the
developing mouse eye are necessary. The development of
the vertebrate eye, similar to that of many other organs, is
the result of complex, mutual interactions between tissues of
different embryological origins. The lens, for instance, is
derived from the surface ectoderm that overlies the optic
vesicle; nevertheless, without the juxtaposition of a normal
optic vesicle, lens development is disturbed [30-33]. In contrast,
without a proper lens placode, the optic vesicle remains
rudimentary and an optic cup with a well-defined
neuroretinal layer and pigmented layer does not develop.
BMP cross-talk also plays a necessary role in the very early
stages of lens and retinal development [34].
Previous evidence that the surface ectoderm/presumptive
lens plays a role in neuroretinal specification was provided
by observations in tissue explantation experiments,
specifically that the neural retina would not develop if the
surface ectoderm was removed. More recent experiments
have confirmed this observation. It has been shown that if
the amphibian optic cup is rotated by 180毅 , such that the
presumptive RPE would face the surface ectoderm, the optic
cup would develop into a secondary neural retina [35,36]. These
observations indicate the very important role the surface
ectoderm plays in directing neural retina formation.
Lens-to-retina signaling is also important for retinal
development and maintenance.
Spemann made the observation that ablation of the

presumptive retinal region during the neural plate stage in
embryos resulted in not only the absence of

retinal development but also the loss of lens formation. Early
fate mapping had already shown that the lens is derived from
a region outside of the one that Spemann had ablated, but
Spemann thought that the development of the lens depended
on the presumptive retina. This observation not only
illustrated the importance of tissue interactions during eye
development, but also provided the first experimental
evidence that lead to the notion of embryonic induction.
Though the severity of morphological abnormalities in
ALK3 CKO mice may be variable, through our experiments
we can concluded that ALK3 is essential for lens and retinal
growth when mutually inductive interactions between the
lens and retina are present during embryonic development.
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